The Safety Cable™ Terminating Tool

The unique terminating/terminating Terminating Tool terminates the cable, strips the braid from the cable, and cuts the cable flush with the ferrule. This tool utilizes the best principle of ergonomic design, user-friendly features, and improved operational durability. It is so user-friendly that an entry level technician can learn the Safety Cable installation method in less than 30 minutes.

The short length of this tool allows the user to get into tight places where access is restricted. The ergonomic design comfortably fits the operator’s hand. The robust construction and the precise dimensional quality of the tool provide the reliability and repeatability that you are looking for. The tool nose can be rotated 360° for the optimum position.
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Safety Cable Improves Safety While Reducing Costly Installation and Removal Time

Today, Bergen’s Safety Cable™ System components. competently and efficiently secure fasteners than thirty minutes – and be ready to

Safety Cable™ was developed in 1987 by lockwiring fasteners is a time consuming)

The very beginnings of flight. They not only

Savings Cable Improves Safety While Reducing Costly Installation and Removal Time

The system consists of Bergen Cable Technology’s cable, ferrules and a patented,

Bergen’s innovative Safety Cable™ System provides international and domestic, OEM and aftermarket customers in aerospace,

**APPROVALS AND LISTINGS**

**FAA**

Defined for use in aircraft by FAR 43.45(a). Classified as a standard part under FAR 21.305(c). Major engines and aircraft manufacturers publish and maintain FAA approved

**NARA**

Approved for use by document number CR-447. Approved for procurement and installation under AS63238, AS4536,

**MIL**

Meets all requirements of MIL-STD-763 and military service technical manuals. Meets all requirements of MIL-HDBK-78, MIL-C-56857, and military specifications of NASA98995P.

**SPECIAL STOCK NUMBERS**

Material stock numbers have been assigned to specific sizes of our tools and components. Contact Bergen for details.

**OEM**

Many companies operating in diverse industries have developed standards and drawings for Safety Cable.

**SAE**

Approved for use by document number AS2328 through AS4329.

**ASM**

Approved for procurement and installation under AS567, AS4536, AS5593, AS5510 and AS4555.
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